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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[NEO-1046] - Incorrect interest calculation for Revolving Credit
accounts with empty schedule and principal balance change
transactions
For Revolving Credit product, in some scenarios, the interest was calculated on higher principal
balance, for ex when having a disbursement on 27th Sept and then another on 28th, and the interest
applied on 28th manually would be calculated based on the 2 disbursed amounts including as such
the disbursement made the same day as the interest application. Mambu has corrected this
behaviour, however do note that this has not had any impact in your production, given that we
addressed this via disabling a refactoring done with v8, which will be re-enabled along with this fix.

[ADM-1128] - Bulk adjustment remains queued and exception is
thrown in the logs when performing an adjustment on a loan
account
When performing a loan account reversal that would trigger a bulk adjustment, the loading bar
remained in 0% progress and an exception was thrown in the logs. With this fix, we made sure the
process is queued correctly and the transactions logged after adjustment are re-computed and
re-posted on the account.

[CUS-1271] - Exception is thrown when editing an attached
document
When attaching and saving a document to an existing entity (client, group, etc), upon wanting to edit
its title or description, an exception was thrown and the document could not be edited. With
CUS-1271, we solved this case and documents title and description can now be successfully edited.
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